
Module	4-1:	Aug	20,	2021		

Learning	Points:		

Cause Healing:  

Use your astral senses to find and investigate the diseased energy: 

Via Feeling 

Via Seeing 

Via Hearing 

Via Knowing 

Via Smelling (putrid can indicate a direction) 

Via Tasting (herbs) 

Increase your awareness: smell the air, feel the wind, listen to the sounds of nature, sense 
into the deeper energies and moods of the information you are hearing, sensing, tasting. 
This helps to be less in the mind and to come alive with nature and life as it will also 
activate your astral senses and spiritual senses.  

Working with the Disease Energy which can be sensed as a Pattern/Picture 
or other energetic encoding:  

• We can find the inner voices of the pattern which reveal why the pattern was created 

• We can find textures and what they mean, how they translate to you their meaning 

• We can open the pattern by going into the pattern to discover its inner reality: 

• Hidden memories, voices, and pains are stored there that are the cause of illness and suffering. 

 

The Process: 
• Find an image/pattern for the issue 

• Describe specifically what the image looks like 

• Touch it.  

• Open the pattern, by going into it. 

• Continue to describe it. 



• Activate all senses: smell, touch, listen, etc. 

• What are the thoughts and feelings that arise? 

• Find the hidden memories and pain are stored that are causing illness and suffering 

• How is the pattern/image changing as you are engaging with it? 

• What else do you learn from the pattern and the process? 

• Finally, what kind of healing and beautifying energies are needed to heal fully? 

 

How shadow reveals itself: 

How do you recognize your own shadow or the one of your client? 

1. Blame 
2. Denial 
3. Judgment 
4. Assumption (rejection of the unknown) 
5. Follow pain/comfort/addiction instead of truth 
6. Identification with victimhood/powerlessness 
7. Any Identification 
8. Driven by goal instead of Truth 
9. Fear and Desire 

Some Methods of how to find and transform your deeper shadows that 
cause disease: 

1. Find Subpersonalities (future class).  
2. Energetic Pattern dissolution and transformation. 
3. Non-directed silent energy transmission (can be great or not) 
4. Prayer medicine. 
5. Zikr. 
6. Conversations with the Body and it’s afflicted part. 
7. Working through the Auric layers. 
8. Non-directed silent energy transmission (can be great or not) 

 

Example Prayer for Healing: 

which opens the path to effective healing and Divine Love: 

Abwoon D’Beshmaya: 



Components: 
Address to Whom: O Birther! Father-Mother of the Cosmos/ you create all that moves in 
light.  
 
What does this addressed Healing Source is supposed to do? 
Focus your light within us--make it useful: as the rays of a beacon show the way.  
 
Unity/Wholeness: Create your reign of unity now--through our fiery hearts and willing 
hands.  
 
Alignment (source does it): Your one desire then acts with ours, as in all light, so in all 
forms.  
 
Nourishment: Grant what we need each day in bread and insight: subsistence for the call of 
growing life.  
 
Freedom from the world/karma: Loose the cords of mistakes binding us, as we release the 
strands we hold of others' guilt.  
 
Awakeness: Don't let us enter forgetfulness, but free us from un-ripeness.  
 
From you is born all ruling will, the power and the life to do, the song that beautifies all, from 
age to age it renews.  
 
Affirmation of the great source of all healing power: Truly--power to these statements--
may they be the source from which all my actions grow.  
 
Grounded down: Sealed in trust & faith.  
Amen. 
 
 
What are the components that are needed to create healing: 

1. Alignment 
2. Connection to Source/Light/Love (The prayer has to expand the awareness of what is and 

then create the process to surrender it to Source, giving up personal meddling/ego 
control) 

3. Witnessing 
4. Neutrality 
5. Compassion 
6. Courage & strength 
7. Vitality/energy 
8. Forgiveness 
9. Unity/Wholeness 
10. Connection 
11. Affirmation/Belief 

 



 

	

 


